CIGAR CABINET

CIGAR CABINET
Mark the occasion, celebrate the week’s achievements, or set the tone
for an exceptional night by dipping into our stable of cigars. Only the
ﬁnest gain entrance, having earned their place through the tantalising
tastes, arresting aromas, and quality ingredients that add up to international repute. Now is the time; venture into our cigar cabinet to take
hold of the moment before it goes up in smoke. The wise pair their
choice with a whiskey from The Vault, to clinch the delivery of an exquisite experience.

BOLIVAR
BELICOSOS FINOS
LTO JUN 2020

Appearance is classic Bolivar with a cinnamon-coloured coating from top
to bottom, the wrapper emits cedar, cedar and cocoa nibs with a hint of
star aniseed. Cold draw there's a good dose of sweet tobacco, lightly
roasted coﬀee beans, and dark chocolate.
Once lit the creamy texture coats the palate with sweet coﬀee and cedar,
the aroma rising from the foot is classic Havana: roasted almonds, cedar,
dark cocoa and with a hint of cinnamon. Strength starts out between mild
and medium.
Second third and the coﬀee notes begin to fade, making way for a
combination of roasted almonds and pecans with a sweet ﬁnish of brown
sugar and cinnamon. Smoke thickens and stronger notes of freshly baked
cinnamon scrolls with a heavy caramel glazing become apparent. Strength
climbs up over medium.
Final third and the characteristic body of the BBF becomes apparent, a
delectable roasted chestnut ﬂavour appears with just the right amount of
sweetness balancing out the spicey components. Aroma reaches a
crescendo in the form of an almond croissant with a heavy dusting of
confectioners sugar and milk cocoa. Strength lands at just below full.
Recommended Whisky Pairing – HIGHLAND PARK 18 YEAR OLD

BOLIVAR
LIBERTADOR
TUA NOV 2019

The look of the cigar is particularly appealing with a classic Colorado
shade Habano wrapper that emanates tons of cedar, barnyard and freshly
baked vanilla slice. The foot is a combination of sweet basil, vanilla and
cedar.
Lighting up takes a while and should not be rushed. The draw is
particularly smooth and so is the silky smooth smoke. The apparent
ﬂavours are brown sugar, cedar and a touch of leather, yet within a dozen
or so puﬀs the complexity increases and a roasted pumpkin persuasion
becomes apparent. Aroma is enticing, with plenty of roasted macadamia
nuts, sage and just a hint of caramel coming through. Strength starts oﬀ
remarkably mild for a cigar of this calibre, just edging past the halfway
point between mild and medium.
Into the second third and the roasted pumpkin ﬂavours subsides to make
way for a sweet potato pie inﬂection, with just enough sweetness that
demands another quick draw to capture all the ﬂavours rolling around on
the palate. The sweetness is joined with a hint of cloves and cedar as the
Libertador opens up. Aroma doesn't miss a beat, featuring a heady mix of
cloves, cedar, brown sugar and freshly brewed espresso. Strength picks up
a notch and moves to medium.
Final third of the cigar represents just what Cuban cigars are capable of
with a few years of ageing. The sweetness continues to advance, making
way for a dense vanilla tart proﬁle that does not cease to ﬂood the senses
with hints of cloves and cinnamon joining the proﬁle. Aroma is now a
delicious combination of lemon meringue tart with a heavy sprinkling of
caster sugar. Strength eventually reaches just between medium and full in
the ﬁnal few puﬀs.
Recommended Whisky Pairing – LAGAVULIN 16 YEAR OLD

COHIBA
SIGLO VI

MGL ENE 2020

Appearance is particularly appealing with a cinnamon brown hue covering
the stick from cap to foot. A slight sheen reveals notes of barnyard, cedar,
leather and just enough spice while the foot is a unique combination of
freshly cracked peanut shells and rich molasses with just a hint of cedar on
the ﬁnish. Cold draw reveals plenty of cedar, leather, rich dark clay and
some raw almonds.
Lighting up and it takes three puﬀs to be greeted with the classic Cohiba
ﬂavour proﬁle of grassy sweetness followed by a freshly brewed light
roast. A buttery toast proﬁle coats the palate with strong notes of caramel
coated roasted peanuts and sage coming through. The aroma is cedar
heavy with a melange of cloves, cinnamon and vanilla providing a
beautiful contrast. Strength starts out just b elow medium and slowly
picks up to land at just above medium at the end of the ﬁrst third.
Into the second third and the grassy sweetness keeps ﬂickering in and out
with an introduction of baked wholemeal loaf with roasted sweet potato
and an exceptionally smooth vanilla fudge smoothness on the ﬁnish. The
smoke has thickened with some white pepper coming through mixed with
orange peel, leather and an extra smooth espresso. The strength inches
forward to settle at between medium and full and the end of the second
third.
Final third and the ﬂavours seems to have doubled in intensity with even
richer notes of baked pastry, baked Granny Smith apple, cinnamon and
cloves coming through. The ﬁnish is remarkably long with some brown
sugar and ginger lingering on the palate. The aroma reaches a crescendo
in the form of a decadent creme brulee with strong notes of burnt
caramel, vanilla and just enough cinnamon. Strength creeps slight up but
doesn't quite reach full in the ﬁnal half inch of the cigar.
Recommended Whiskey Pairing – GLENMORANGIE SIGNET

H. UPMANN
CONNOSSIEUR A
BRE JUL 2018

The cigar is covered in a dark cinnamon brown wrapper that has a bit of
tooth to it when you run your ﬁngers down it. There are a few veins
evident, but nothing that distracts. It has the perfect give when squeezed
with just a little resistance. Aroma oﬀ of the wrapper is strong barnyard,
hay, cedar and chocolate. Foot emanates a slightly sweet cinnamon note
while the cold draw is more barnyard cedar and cocoa.
The Connossieur A starts out the ﬁrst third immediately with very strong
notes of creamy cedar, hay, dark chocolate, espresso and nuts. There is a
really nice vanilla sweetness on the retrohale that combines very well with
the rest of the ﬂavours, along with a great white pepper that is quite
strong to start, but starts to taper oﬀ as the third continues. There is some
spice on the back of the tongue, nothing overwhelming, just a nice
contrast. Smoke production is surprisingly large for a Cuban however
carries the aroma of roasted hazelnuts and cedar quite well. Overall
strength starts on the high side of mild, and pushes into the low end of
medium by the end of the ﬁrst third.
Coming into the second third and the sweetness from the ﬁrst third has
morphed into a great honey note, along with other ﬂavours of strong
espresso, gritty earth, hay and dark chocolate. Aroma now has a baked
apple with cinnamon proﬁle. The strength has bumped up noticeably and
ends the second third ﬁrmly in the medium range.
The ﬁnal third has a fairly signiﬁcant increase in strength, bringing it to the
upper medium range, along with a new ﬂoral note that is quite strong for
a short time, then dissipates slowly until the end of the smoke. There is
also more of the dark chocolate ﬂavour than in the second third and the
other notes of espresso, hay and earth are still hanging around. The honey
note from the second third is still present, albeit slightly reduced yet more
concentrated. Strength climbs to land just above medium in the ﬁnal half
inch.
Recommended Whisky Pairing – BALVENIE 30 YEAR OLD

H. UPMANN
ROBUSTO AÑEJADOS
AGE 14 YEAR
GOP JUN 2007

The cigar is covered in a dark cinnamon brown wrapper that has a bit of
tooth to it when you run your ﬁngers down it. Aroma oﬀ the wrapper is
strong barnyard, hay, cedar and dark chocolate. Foot emanates a slightly
sweet cinnamon note and a hint of vanilla while the cold draw is more
barnyard, cedar and cocoa.
The ﬁrst third begins with plenty of ﬂavour with very strong notes of freshly churned butter, hay, dark chocolate, espresso and nuts, almost like a
pastry that produces a diﬀerent ﬂavour with each bite. There is a really
nice vanilla sweetness on the retrohale that combines very well with the
rest of the ﬂavours. Aroma is a strong combination of milk chocolate,
roasted coﬀee beans and roasted almonds. Overall strength starts on the
high side of mild, and pushes into the low end of medium by the end of the
ﬁrst third.
Coming into the second third and the sweetness from the ﬁrst third has
morphed into a great honey note, along with other ﬂavours of strong
espresso, gritty earth, hay and dark chocolate. There is still a small amount
of pepper on the retrohale while the aroma is now a distinct combination
of caramel and cedar. The strength has bumped up noticeably and ends
the second third ﬁrmly in the medium range.
The ﬁnal third has a fairly signiﬁcant increase in strength, bringing it to the
upper medium range, along with a new ﬂoral note that is quite strong for
a short time, then dissipates slowly until the end of the smoke. There is
also more of the dark chocolate ﬂavour than in the second third and the
other notes of espresso, hay and earth are still hanging around. The honey
note from the second third is still present, albeit slightly reduced while the
pepper has completely disappeared. Strength climbs to land just above
medium in the ﬁnal half inch.
Recommended Whisky Pairing – GLENFARCLAS 17 YEAR OLD

HOYO DE MONTERREY
EPICURE NO 2
UBM MAR 2019

Oﬀ the wrapper there's the unmistakable Hoyo aroma of sweet hay and
cedar with the slightest hints of citrus coming through. The foot delivers
more of the hay and a touch of cinnamon.
First light brings a ﬁner cedar smell mixed with the characteristic sweet
aftertaste that will leave you going back for another quick draw.
Progressing through and a melange of roasted almonds, vanilla beans and
cocoa begin to ﬂood through. Aroma is an intoxicating mix of roasted
chestnuts and cocoa nibs. Strength starts oﬀ mild.
Roasted chestnuts begin to appear on the palate in the second third,
picking up a more reﬁned pine nut smell mixed in with the roasted
almonds. Aroma keeps developing, now adopting a proﬁle of cedar, bush
honey and macadamia nuts. Strength builds slightly to land at between
mild and medium.
Final third comes in with a gorgeous burnt caramel aroma and a thick
creamy smoke covering your palate right to the very end. The melange of
chestnuts, almonds and sweet caramel reach a crescendo in the ﬁnal half
inch of the cigar. Aroma has now also reached its peak with a chocolate
fudge expression being the most prominent note. Strength lands at just
below medium.
Recommended Whisky Pairing – GLENFARCLAS 17 YEAR OLD

HOYO DE MONTERREY
LE HOYO DE SAN JUAN
TUE FEB 2020

The wrapper is a rich cinnamon hue with a light sheen from cap to foot.
Oﬀ the wrapper there's a strong note of vanilla, hay and dark cocoa. The
foot delivers more of the hay and a touch of cinnamon and a follow up of
white chocolate.
First light brings a melange of roasted almonds, vanilla beans and cocoa
ﬂooding through. Aroma is an intoxicating mix of roasted peanuts, milk
chocolate and grapefruit peel. Strength begins mild and slowly creeps up
to the midway point between mild and medium.
Roasted peanuts begin to appear on the palate in the second third, picking
up a more reﬁned cashew smell mixed in with the roasted peanuts. Aroma
keeps developing, now adopting a proﬁle of cedar, cocoa butter and
macadamia nuts. Strength builds slightly to fall just below medium at the
end of the second third.
Final third and a distinct thick smoke begins to take hold that
encapsulates the melange of peanuts, almonds and sweet vanilla. Aroma
reaches its peak with a potent cashew and cocoa butter expression being
the most prominent note in the form of a freshly baked pastry. Strength
holds at medium in the ﬁnal half inch of the cigar.
Recommended Whisky Pairing – GLENFARCLAS 30 YEAR OLD

MONTECRISTO
EDMUNDO
SOU FEB 20

The toﬀee hued wrapper is smooth to the touch and emanates a heavy
note of cedar and brown sugar while the foot is a combination of sweet
hay, barnyard and the slightest hint of spice. Cold draw brings with it an
amalgam of cedar and roasted almonds.
Flavours are typical Montecristo in the ﬁrst few puﬀs with a strong punch
of cedar, cocoa and roasted vanilla beans with a continuation in the aroma
with touches of cedar, roasted nuts, espresso and a sweet vanilla note on
the ﬁnish. Strength builds relatively quickly in the ﬁrst third, starting oﬀ
mild and landing at just below medium.
Second third and the classic tangy proﬁle becomes more prevalent with a
sweet berry combination coating the palate and leaving a fantastic
aftertaste similar to raspberry sorbet. The cedar aroma is just as strong as
the ﬁrst third with a complimentary hint of roasted almonds rising swiftly.
Strength builds up to pass the medium mark.
Final third and a full bodied symphony of ﬂavours and aromas sets in with
the tangy character becoming denser, almost chewy like a peanut butter.
Sweetness now comes in the form of roasted chestnuts and with the
slightest hint of roasted apples. Aromas are thick and decadent with a
baked cherry pie smoke rising smoothly, accentuating the sweetness on
the palate while leaving a delicious long ﬁnish. Strength lands at just
below full in the ﬁnal inch or so.
Recommended Whisky Pairing - GLEN SCOTIA 15 YEAR OLD

MONTECRISTO
NO.2

UMR DIC 2019

The look is classic Cubana with a beautiful Habano wrapper from cap to
foot redolent with notes of cedar, leather, cloves and red clay while the
foot exhibits a more ﬂoral bouquet of vanilla and mint.
Starting out and the quintessential roasted almonds and tanginess trickle
in on the palate. Shortly after a creamy latte with a dusting of cinnamon
begins to ﬂicker in and out while the aroma is exceptionally sweet with
notes of fairy ﬂoss interspersed between caramel roasted peanuts. The
strength starts oﬀ between mild and medium and slowly inches up to
reach medium at the end of the ﬁrst third.
The second third is where the No. 2 comes into its own with a delicious
combination of ripe peaches, brown sugar and toﬀee coating the palate
with a tinge of cinnamon on the ﬁnish of each draw. The aroma is now a
baked sourdough loaf with freshly roasted chestnuts and candied orange
peel pushing through. As the ﬂavour progresses so does the strength,
pushing past the medium point by the end of the second third.
Final third and a melange of roasted nuts dominates with almonds and
walnuts being the most prominent. A lovely vanilla and honey proﬁle also
tacks on to the end of each draw while the aroma now is particularly
intoxicating with a rich butterscotch mixing with pecans and a hint of
cloves. Strength hovers around the midway point between medium and
full till the ﬁnal few puﬀs.
Recommended Whisky Pairing - THE GLENLIVET 25 YEAR OLD

MONTECRISTO
LINEA 1935 DUMAS
SOU MAR 2020

The caramel hued wrapper reveals plenty of sweetness in the form of
brown sugar, cedar and a hint of cinnamon while the foot is redolent with
dark cocoa, nutmeg and ripe cherries. Cold draw reveals more cinnamon,
brown sugar and cloves.
Starting oﬀ the ﬁrst third and the sweetness trickles in with notes of
peaches in syrup mixing beautifully with cloves and aniseed on the ﬁnish
of each draw. The aroma is particularly enticing with caramel coated
popcorn, roasted walnuts and pumpkin seeds occupying the space.
Strength starts quite mild and progresses in a linear fashion to reach just
below medium at the end of the ﬁrst third.
Delving into the second third and the sweetness continues now in the
form of ripe plums, stewed pear with cinnamon and nutmeg appearing
intermittently. The smoke is now infused with a rich butterscotch and
chocolate liquor that ﬁnishes with just a hint of white pepper and
cinnamon. Strength edges forward to reach medium at the end of the
second third.
The ﬁnal third and a melange of fresh walnuts mixes beautifully with
grapefruit and fresh Granny Smith apples while the aroma reaches a
crescendo in the form of a spiced chai latte with all the creamy
complexions and intense spice notes of cinnamon, cloves and nutmeg
ﬁlling the air. Strength doesn’t quite pass medium in the ﬁnal half inch of
the cigar.
Recommended Whisky Pairing - OBAN DISTILLERS EDITION

MONTECRISTO
LINEA 1935 LEYENDA
LGB ENE 2020

The initial aromas oﬀ the wrapper are sweet with notes of cedar, freshly
cut hay, and roasted almonds while the foot is a true pleasure to inhale as
hazelnut chocolate mixes with brown sugar. Given the level of
construction we would suggest you eschew a straight cut and instead use
a v-cut or a punch. This will produce a smoother, more reﬁned cold draw
that delivers cedar, vanilla and a hint of peppermint.
Toasting the foot carefully is necessary with a cigar of this quality; the
aroma slowly rising is classic Cubana with notes of licorice, roasted
almonds and vanilla ﬁlling the space. The ﬁrst dozen or so puﬀs reveal an
escalating sweetness, more speciﬁcally a toﬀee caramel, mixing
beautifully with some herbal notes of sage and a light sprinkling of
cinnamon on the ﬁnish. The strength is linear in progression, starting mild
and working its way up to just below medium at the end of the ﬁnal third.
Second third and the toﬀee caramel still dominates yet now it takes
diﬀerent forms with brown sugar, hard boiled candy and even a fudge like
note coming through in between draws. The smoke has thickened and so
have the notes inside with a sumptuous caramel popcorn streak coming
through that partners exquisitely with salted peanuts and just a light note
of Bergamot. Strength pushes past medium slowly and gradually, never
overwhelming the senses.
Final third in and as the caramel ﬂavours fade a creamy combination of
vanilla mixes with a marshmallow like consistency of freshly baked
croissant with a marmalade ﬁlling. The aroma is even thicker now with
roasted coﬀee beans, stewed pears and a hint of cardamom on the ﬁnish.
The strength balances in between medium and full after nearly two hours
of smoking time.
Recommended Whisky Pairing – ISLE OF JURA PROPHECY

PARTAGAS
SERIE D NO 4
UEB ABR 2019

Colour is a gorgeous sun kissed Colorado shade that reveals strong notes
of cedar, sawdust and dark cocoa on the foot. The cold draw gives a
strong dose of cedar, cloves and some honey on the ﬁnish.
The ﬁrst third starts oﬀ with a strong note of cedar, along leather, earth
and cloves. Aroma is particularly dense with roasted almonds and caramel
being the standout notes. Strength begins mild and slowly climbs to fall
just below medium by the end of the ﬁrst third.
Progressing into the second third and a melange of roasted nuts take hold
with macadamia, walnuts and pecans mixing beautifully with a maple
syrup sweetness interspersed. The smoke thickens and so does the
caramel proﬁle with more of a fudge like quality taking over with a unique
ﬁnish of white pepper. Overall strength is increasing as well and it ends
the second third just above medium.
A coﬀee latte persuasion takes hold in the ﬁnal third with an elegant
intermingling of sweet espresso with creamy rich milk that ﬁnishes with a
dusting of milk chocolate and cinnamon. Aroma shifts slightly into the
realm of caramel coated peanuts with just a hint of nutmeg thrown in for
good measure. Strength inches upwards to land at the midway point
between medium and fall in the ﬁnal few puﬀs.
Recommended Whisky Pairing – DALMORE CIGAR MALT

PARTAGAS
SERIE E NO 2
UEB JUL 2019

Colour is a gorgeous sun kissed Colorado shade that reveals strong notes
of cedar, sawdust and dark cocoa on the foot. The cold draw gives a
strong dose of cedar, cloves and some honey on the ﬁnish.
The ﬁrst third starts oﬀ with a strong note of cedar, along leather, earth
and cloves. Aroma is particularly dense with roasted almonds and caramel
being the standout notes. Strength begins mild and slowly climbs to fall
just below medium by the end of the ﬁrst third.
Progressing into the second third and a melange of roasted nuts take hold
with macadamia, walnuts and pecans mixing beautifully with a maple
syrup sweetness interspersed. The smoke thickens and so does the
caramel proﬁle with more of a fudge like quality taking over with a unique
ﬁnish of white pepper. Overall strength is increasing as well and it ends
the second third just above medium.
A coﬀee latte persuasion takes hold in the ﬁnal third with an elegant
intermingling of sweet espresso with creamy rich milk that ﬁnishes with a
dusting of milk chocolate and cinnamon. Aroma shifts slightly into the
realm of caramel coated peanuts with just a hint of nutmeg thrown in for
good measure. Strength inches upwards to land at the midway point
between medium and fall in the ﬁnal few puﬀs.
Recommended Whisky Pairing – GLENFIDDICH GRAN CRU 23 YEAR OLD

QUINTERO
FAVORITOS
AGE 5 YEAR
ALO JUL 16

The wrapper is quite rustic looking, with a few veins running down the
cigar although when caressed the quality of the wrapper becomes apparent with a beautiful glisten and softness when pressed. Grass, grains and
a touch of fresh barnyard make up the aroma coming oﬀ the wrapper and
the foot, while the cold draw provides even more ﬂavour with freshly cut
grass, vanilla, grains and the slightest bit of spice.
Once lit, the ﬁrst third starts out with spice, a touch of white pepper, some
grassiness and light hints of vanilla. The spice, light pepper, grassiness and
vanilla continue to mix together nicely. Aroma is classic Cuban, with
plenty of roasted almonds and hay coming to the front. Strength starts at
just below medium.
Moving into the second third, the spice and grassiness continues, with a
light wood note joining the pepper somewhat in the background. The
most prominent spice being nutmeg, with a ﬂicker of cinnamon and white
pepper every ﬁve or six puﬀs. Aroma continues to impress, now carrying
a cedar and vanilla mix. Strength climbs to land at a moderate medium.
The ﬁnal third sees the spice hide in the background a gorgeous honey
sweetness come to the forefront. White pepper, wood and light grass are
still present, though deﬁnitely more towards the background. Aroma
switches up once more, now a stronger sweet grassy complexion.
Strength holds out at just above medium in the ﬁnal half inch.
Recommended Whisky Pairing – JOHNNY WALKER XR 21 YEAR OLD

ROMEO Y JULIETA
CHURCHILLS AÑEJADOS
AGE 15 YEAR
SGT AGO 06

Appearance is a classic tanned leather, with a relatively smooth
complexion from cap to foot. Aroma oﬀ the wrapper is cedar, strong and
punchy with a bouquet of grass and dry hay oﬀ the foot. Cold draw reveals
more cedar, roasted almonds and a hint of star anise.
Lighting up and the cedar infusion becomes apparent with a beautiful
mixture of sweet hay and fragrant cedar taking hold very early on. Moving
forward and the robust Romeo Y Julieta ﬂavour begins to come through
with a tangy herbaceous character becoming more pronounced as the
ﬁrst third develops. Strength is halfway between mild and medium by the
end of the ﬁrst third.
Building up in the second third is a more fruity ﬂavour, similar to stewed
pear, not overly sweet, just ﬂavoursome. Cedar is still on board but now
sitting in the background, serving as a beautiful contrast for the
herbaceous qualities and intermittent sweetness. Aroma is a unique
combination of honey, roasted peanuts and dark chocolate. Strength
doesn't quite reach medium by the end of the second third.
Final third and this cigar opens up, blending a melange of roasted almonds
and vanilla beans on the tongue with hints of dried fruit in between
draws. The aroma reaches a crescendo in the form of a strawberry and
chocolate tart with a heavy dusty of cinnamon sugar. Strength lands just
above medium in the ﬁnal half inch of this classic Churchill.
Recommended Whisky Pairing
BALVENIE 21 YEAR OLD

TRINDAD
MEDIA LUNA
SOU DIC 2019

Draped in a beautiful caramel wrapper that emanates a tasty bouquet of
roasted nuts, dark cocoa and leather. Through the foot a sweeter cocoa
emerges, as does a cinnamon doughnut with a bit of barnyard. Cold draw
is unmistakably Cuban with a great amount of resistance and a ﬂavour list
of lemon zest, freshly baked sourdough and a spiciness on the lips.
The ﬁrst third begins with cedar, baked sourdough and some mild
nuttiness in the form of raw walnuts. Eventually the ﬁrst third develops
into a base of rye bread, ripe apricots and some berries. Aroma is a
pungent mix of roasted almonds, vanilla and dried apricots. First third
ends with strength at the midway point between mild and medium.
Into the second third and ﬂavours continue to ﬂow with more baked rye
bread, coﬀee, earthiness and a fresh nectarine rolling over the palate.
Through the nose there's lemongrass, wheat, roasted coﬀee beans and
some shortbread biscuits. There’s some pepper on the back end, but it’s
relatively faint. Strength remains at medium.
The ﬁnal third of the Trinidad adds some fruitiness to the proﬁle, a deﬁned
lemon and apple mixture, alongside some pistachio, grassiness and a bit of
saltiness. The sweetness is present up front and is soon joined by more
roasted nuts. Strength tips over medium in the ﬁnal half inch.
Recommended Whisky Pairing – GLENGOYNE 25 YEAR OLD

COHIBA
ESPLENDIDO
RUM MAY 2018

Appearance is particularly appealing with a cinnamon brown hue covering
the stick from cap to foot. A slight sheen reveals notes of barnyard, cedar,
leather and just enough spice while the foot is a unique combination of
freshly cracked peanut shells and rich molasses with just a hint of cedar on
the ﬁnish. Cold draw reveals plenty of cedar, leather, rich dark clay and
some raw almonds.
Lighting up and it takes three puﬀs to be greeted with the classic Cohiba
ﬂavour proﬁle of grassy sweetness followed by a freshly brewed light
roast. A buttery toast proﬁle coats the palate with strong notes of caramel
coated roasted peanuts and sage coming through. The aroma is cedar
heavy with a melange of cloves, cinnamon and vanilla providing a
beautiful contrast. Strength starts out just below medium and slowly picks
up to land at just above medium at the end of the ﬁrst third.
Into the second third and the grassy sweetness keeps ﬂickering in and out
with an introduction of baked wholemeal loaf with roasted sweet potato
and an exceptionally smooth vanilla fudge smoothness on the ﬁnish. The
smoke has thickened with some white pepper coming through mixed with
orange peel, leather and an extra smooth espresso. The strength inches
forward to settle at between medium and full and the end of the second
third.
Final third and the ﬂavours seem to have doubled down in intensity with
even richer notes of baked pastry, baked Granny Smith apple, cinnamon
and cloves coming through. The ﬁnish is remarkably long with some
brown sugar and ginger lingering on the palate. The aroma reaches a
crescendo in the form of a decadent creme brulee with strong notes of
burnt caramel, vanilla and just enough cinnamon. Strength creeps slightly
up but doesn't quite reach full in the ﬁnal half inch of the cigar.
Recommended Whisky Pairing – THE MACALLAN RARE CASK BLACK

